Xambox
Personnal document hub

Xambox, a full-SaaS service, automatically gathers, archives, indexes and sorts all types of documents (paper or digital). Its search engine makes them easily retrievable from any connected devices.

Orange wanted to promote digital and cloud usage among its customer, they selected the most promising cloud service and in May 2012 launched lecloudpro.fr, a SaaS store targeting SoHos and SMEs on the French market.

Professionals seek intuitive, secured and efficient IT tools to improve their efficiency, these solutions bring significant savings when they are integrated by Orange in the Cloud. With Xambox, Orange provides a seamless access from its webmail and pro portal to an archiving and scanning tool. Xambox is among the highest usage available within LeCloudPro.

Luc Bretones, VP SMB Market at Orange Business Service

Orange and Xambox have built together a high value-added tool that generates a heavy usage leading to a tremendous transformation rate among Orange’s customers. It proves that Xambox is not only a unique efficiency tool to end users, but also a great mean for partners to strengthen the relationship with their customers.

Thomas Henry, CEO and founder of Xamance

Xambox is a crucial asset to our Demat’Box: not only does it brings a highly appreciated service to our clients, but also, it empowers Demat’Box with a unique service to simplify paper sorting and digital documents management.

Stéphane Manac’h, Business Development Director at Sagemcom
Save time on tedious tasks, to increase your efficency.

Andrew scans and imports his first documents
Andrew is a self-employed cabinetmaker. He loves his job, but he is not really found of paperwork management. Indeed, he has always had trouble storing and retrieving papers, and honestly, things haven’t been really better since he purchased a computer. Document sorting is definitely not his cup of tea...

His son Mike is using a Xambox to share household documents with his wife, and since Mike is visiting today, he’ll spend 10 minutes to train his father on using Xambox!

Andrew scans a first invoice
First, Andrew logson to Xambox.com. The invoices piling up next to the PC make Mike smiles, he grabs the top one and drops it on his dad’s scanner while pointing out the “scan” button on the screen. As soon as his father clicks on it, the scanner goes off and swallows the invoice which slides in and piles up on the archive box underneath. Cool, the scanner has been directly recognized!

“Sounds simple” thinks Andrew, who feeds the scanner with the pile of papers which quickly fills up the cardboard box.

Andrew configures collectors
How could he manage his ISP invoices? Those are not hard paper, but PDFs available on the ISP’s website. Mike smiles again and clicks on the “collector” button on the Xambox screen. He explains to his father that he only has to enter his ID, and click on “collect”. Together, father and son look at the screen to watch all the old invoices automatically arrive on the Xambox secured repository.

Andrew browses the list of hundreds of connected websites and within 10 minutes, he has collected his phone and bank statements, his ebay invoices, and even the documents from his power provider.

Andrew retrieves a bill
The following day, Mr. Schiffer, his wood supplier, calls him a bit angry: Andrew hasn’t paid the bill of last July. Andrew doesn’t really know what he’s talking about, he doesn’t feel like searching through his office to get this invoice… and anyway, he’s in the train right now.

Suddenly he remembers that his son installed Xambox on his new cell. He quickly launches it, types “invoice july Schiffer” and the invoice pops open on the screen. Interesting fact, the screen also displays the current location of the hard copy: “box #1; 3rd page past the 7th divider”.

Strengths:
- Increase the value of your customers
- Strengthen your customers’ loyalty
- Integrate quickly
- Reach 100% of your customers
- Differentiate from competition

Simplicity
- Sure, Xambox improves efficiency, but full automatization of process (Collecting, sorting, naming, indexing) also makes Xambox an extremely intuitive tool for non-savy users.

Integrity
- Integrity and security of your data are our priorities: we implemented the latest technologies to protect your documents, and we keep you informed on the evolutions of Xambox.

Availability
- Business doesn’t stop, SoHos need to be extremely reactive to make their business grow. Our 24/7 SaaS service enables user to access their documents whenever they want, wherever they are.

Innovation
- You trust us, so we want to offer you the best service possible. Your opinions, your ideas and our R&D are giving us the possibility to continuously innovate since 2004. We want to always go further to help you manage your documents better.

Xambox enhances loyalty, stickiness, satisfaction and ARPU for 100% of your customers.
Xambox can be bundled with your service, hardware or within your SaaS store to offer your customers a unique experience of document management and paperwork tasks.

@Xambox_World
www.xambox.com